If a map F : X -• Y is given by F(x)
The set of all points at which a map F is -basically continuous (resp. basically a-continuous, basically quasicontinuous, basically pre-continuous, basically pre-semi-continuous) will be denoted by BC(F) (resp. aBC(F), sBC(F), pBC(F), psBC(F)); -basically a-cliquish (resp. basically s-cliquish, basically pre-a-cliquish, basically pre-s-cliquish) will be denoted by aBA(F) (resp. sBA(F), paBA(F), psBA(F)); -basically cliquish (resp. basically pre-cliquish) will be denoted by BA{F) (resp. pBA{F)).
A map F : X -• Y is called -basically continuous (resp. basically a-continuous, basically quasicontinuous, basically pre-continuous, basically pre-semi-continuous) if BC(F) = X (resp. aBC(F) = X, sBC(F) = X, pBC(F) = X, psBC(F) = xy,
-basically a-cliquish (resp. basically s-cliquish, basically pre-a-cliquish, basically pre-s-cliquish) if aBA(F) = X (resp. sBA(F) = X, paBA(F) = X, psBA{F) = X); -basically cliquish (resp. basically pre-cliquish) if BA(F) = X (resp. pBA(F) = X). 
Proof, (i). The necessity is evident. To prove the converse implicattion assume that F is not basically continuous at x G X. Then, for every z G X we take an open sets VZ,UZ C Y such that F(z) G Vz + D U~ and x £ Int(F + (^) D F~(UZ)). Let us take {Vz : z G X} and {Uz : z G X}. Clearly, F{X) C \J{VZ+ n U~ :zeX] and x £ U{Int( J P+(F 2 ) n F~{UZ)) : z G X} and the proof for basically continuity is complete.
The rest of the proof of (i) is analogous. The quite similar proofs of (ii) and (iii) we omit. A multivalued map F of a topological space X into a uniform space Y with a uniformity U is said to be cliquish [4] at a point x G X if for every V G U and for every open set W containing x there exists an open nonempty
If a uniformity U is induced by a metric on Y and f : X Y is a single-valued map, then the cliquishness of the map F : X Y given by F(x) = {/(«)} means the well known cliquishness of / [2, 19] .
A multivalued map F : X -> Y is said to be lower feeble Tx-cliquish [17] at a point x G X if for every open cover A of Y and for every open set W containing x there exists an open nonempt set G C W such that for any x', x" G G there exists U G A satisfying F(x') n U ± 0 and F(x") n (/ / 0.
In [17] it is shown that the class of cliquish multivalued maps is greater than the class of lower feeble Ti-cliquish maps. We have the following 
The converse of the above proposition is not true as the following example shows. EXAMPLE 2.1. Let X be the set of all real numbers with the natural topology and let Y be the same set with the topology generated by {(-oo, 1), {1}, (l,oo)}. Define F : X Y by the formula: F(x) = {1,2} for x G Q, and F(x) = {0,1} for x £ Q, where Q is the set of all rational numbers. b. quasi-contin.
pre-semi-coi tin.
quasi-contin.
The following series of examples show that all the implications cannot be reversed. 
However, for z = 1 (resp. z ^ 1) and for
Thus, F is not basically pre-semi-continuous at x = 1. In [5] it is shown that quasi-continuity and barely continuity of singlevalued maps are independent properties. We shall show that barely continuity of multivalued maps and the four forms of cliquishness (namely basically a-cliquishness, basically s-cliquishness, basically pre-a-cliquishness and basically pre-s-cliquishness) are independent. 
where Q is the set of all rational numbers. We take z = 0. If (ii) Let F : X -• Y be such as in Example 3.5. The map F is not basically pre-s-cliquish. It is easy to prove that F is barely continuous.
Recall that a topological space X is said to be extremally disconnected if for each open subset U C X, Cl(i7) is open.
PROPOSITION 3.2. If X is an extremally disconnected space, then every quasi-continuous (resp. pre-semi-continuous, basically quasi-continuous, basically pre-semi-continuous, basically s-cliquish, basically pre-s-qliquish) map F : X -• Y is a-continuous (resp. pre-continuous, basically a-continuous, basically pre-continuous, basically a-cliquish, basically pre-a-cliquish).
Proof. It is sufficient to see that extremally disconnectedness of X implies Int(Cl(Int(J3))) = Cl(Int(5)), Int(Cl(5) = Cl(Int(Cl(5))) for any B C X and, consequently, slnt(2?) = alnt(5) and pslnt(B) = plnt(5).
PROPOSITION 3.3. If F : X -> Y is a basically cliquish (resp. basically pre-cliquish) map such that the set F(X) C -A(Y) is compact with respect to the Vietoris topology on A(Y), then F is basically s-cliquish (resp. basically pre-s-cliquish).
Proof. Assume that F is basically cliquish. Let x G X and let {V s : s G 5"}, {Us : s G 5"} be a collections of open subsets of Y such that F(X) C UW" nU~-.se 5}. Clearly, the collection {V+ fl U~ : s £ S} is an open cover of the set F(X) C Since F(X) is compact, there exists a finite subset S' C S such that F(X) C H U~ : s G S'} and, by 
Proof. Assume that F is basically continuous. Let x G X and let V, U C Y be a pair of open subsets such that F(x)
The rest of the proof is similar.
Characterizations of the set of continuity and cliquishness of multivalued maps
The familly of all subsets of a space (X,T) which are semi-open (resp. pre-semi-open) is denoted by SO(X,T) (resp. PSO(X,T)). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 and of the fact for every subset B C X we have Int(s Int (5) 
The following example shows some collection with the property Pc. 
. For a multivalued map F : X ->Y such that F(X) has the property Pc, the following hold: (i) The sets BC(F), aBA(F) and paBA(F) are Gs. (ii) The sets BA{F) \ BC(F) and pBA(F) \paBA(F)
are of the first category.
Proof. The proof of (i) is obvious. For the proof of (ii), according to 
. IfY is a T\-space and F : X -*• Y is a multivalued map with closed values such that F(X) has the property Pc, then the followin hold: (i) The set C(F) is Gs. (ii) The set BA(F) \ C(F) is of the first category.

Form Proposition 3.4, Corollary 4.1 and from Corollary 4.3 we have THEOREM 4.2. IfY is a Ti-space, X is a Baire space and F : X ->Y is a multivalued map with closed values such that F(X) has property Pc, then F is basically cliquish if and only if the set X \C(F) is of the first category.
A topological space X is said to be Baire space in the narrow sense if every closed subspace of X is a Baire space [7] . 
THEOREM 4.3. If X is a Baire space in the narrow sense, Y is a T\-space and F : X -• Y is a multivalued map with closed values such that F(X) has the property P c , then F is barely continuous if and only if for every nonempty closed set M C X, the map F/M is basically cliquish.
Proof. If F is barely continuous and
Restrictions
We will denote the closure and the interior of a subset K of a subspace 
It is obvious that A is dense in B if and only if for every B € B, A is dense i B at B.
THEOREM 5.
Let F : X -* Y be a multivalued map and let Z C X be a subspace such that for every F(p) G F(X \ Z), the collection F(Z) is not dense in F(X \ Z) at F(p). Then the following hold: (i) If F is basically cliquish and Z is pre-semi-open, then the restriction F/Z is basically cliquish.
( 1 (ii) we have either x G Cl(Int(F + (V3) n F~(US))) for some s € 5, or x G Cl(Int(.F + (Vp)flF~(UP))) for some G X\Z. It is easy to see that x <£ Cl(Int(F+(Vp)n.F-(i7p))) for every p G X\Z. Indeed, if we assume on the contrary that x G Cl(Int (F + (V r p)nF-(i/p) )) for somep G X\Z, then x G Int(Cl(Z))nCl(Int(F + (V r p)ni r_ (i7p))) since Z is pre-open; consequently, F(Z) n V+ n U~ / 0, which is impossible. Therefore, x <E Cl(Int(F+(Vs) n F~(U3))) for some s G S and, for every open set W containing x there exists a subset G, namely G = W n Int(Cl(Z)) n Int(F+(Va) n F~(US)), such that GnZcW(lZ,GnZ^0, and GflZc 1 F~(Ua))) ) for some s G S, or x G Int(Cl(Int((Vp) n F~(UP)))) for some p e X\Z. We shall show that x i Int(Cl(Int(/ ;,+ (V r p) n F~(UP)))) for every p G X \ Z. Assume in the contrary that x G Int(Cl(Int(f ,+ (VJ,)nF~(UP)))) for somep£X\Z. Since Indeed, if for some p £ X\Z 
ii) If F is basically pre-cliquish and Z is semi-open, then the restriction F/Z is basically pre-cliquish. (iii) If F is basically s-cliquish and Z is pre-open, then the restriction F/Z is basically s-cliquish. (iv) If F is basically pre-s-cliquish and Z is ana-set, then the restriction F/Z is basically pre-s-cliquish. (v) If F is basically a-cliquish and Z is pre-semi-open, then the restriction F/Z is basically a-cliquish. (vi) If F is basically pre-a-cliquish and Z is semi-open, then the restriction F/Z is basically pre-a-cliquish.
Proof, (i) Let
F + (VS) n F~(US) n Z. So W D Z n Z -lnt(F+(Vs) n F~(US) n Z) i 0 and, consequently, x G Z -CI(Z -Int(F+(VS) n F~ (Us) n Z)). Thus, F/Z isx G ZnCl(Int(Cl(Z))),ZnInt(F+(Fp)nF-(t/p)) / 0. So F(Z) C V+f)U~ / 0,we havex G Int(Cl(F+(F p )nF-(i7p))), then Int(Z) n F+(V p ) n F~(U p ) ± 0 since x £ Z C Cl(Int(Z)). So F(Z) D V+ D U~ ^ 0,
Ob-
/ 0. Therefore a; G Cl(Int (Cl(F + (V',,) D F~(US))) ) and, by Proposition 2.1 (iii), F is basically pre-s-cliquish at x. 
